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WORLD WAR THREE. The presence of alien life has been revealed to the people of Earth, and all

hell has broken loose. A battle rages for control of the planet, between a US-led coalition of nations

and a second group secretly controlled by ex-President Francis Carroll. Meanwhile, Earth's only

contact with the aliensâ€“the brave crew of the Clarkeâ€“has been kept in the dark about the E.T's

intentions and prevented from contacting home. When they discover a massive threat headed

straight for earth, all their efforts must turn to convincing the aliens to use their advanced technology

to save us.
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LIBRARY JOURNAL -- When Stephen Blades became U.S. president, he discovered that his

predecessor Francis Carroll had found out about an alien space probe in the asteroid belt and kept

it secret. Employing global economic manipulation, Carroll financed the sending of manned

spaceship the Clarke on a suicide mission to investigate. Blades told the world about the

extraterrestrials and the Clarke-but the resulting chaos, exploited behind the scenes by a

still-scheming Carroll, led to World War III. Meanwhile, the Clarke made first contact, but the aliens'

statements and motives proved cryptic. Here the crew of the now-disabled vessel discovers an

asteroid on a collision course with Earth and tries desperately to send home a warning, but the

aliens are preventing all outside communication. Meanwhile, war rages on Earth and the extent of

Carroll's plans becomes chillingly clear. Heavy drama, high stakes, mystery and intrigue abound-not



least surrounding the baby Astra, conceived and secretly born in space aboard the Clarke, whose

intelligence is developing much faster than normal. VERDICT A very strong entry in the current

for-mature-readers sf trend. With nudity and sex.-SR

I'm a huge fan of the Letter 44 series. I've read the first three trade paperbacks and just ordered the

latest 4 issues today. If you're a fan of really good sci-fi combined with an interesting explanation for

a variety of today's current issues, I'd wholeheartedly recommend the series.

if you are not reading this book you are loosing out in an incredible story...This is Scandal,X-files

and Washington all mixed in one brilliant story line....

This is a fun series that shows no sign of slowing down. Do yourself a favor and pick this one up.

Great series!

Sole is a brilliant writer. Treats his women characters like actual real thinking people. The illustration

is a bit more angular than I prefer, but it works with this story line.

A really exciting series. Cant wait for the SciFi TV version.

The stakes just shoot straight through the roof, as Charles Soule continues to bend us over

backwards with his impressive storytelling chops. I'm blown away with every volume, and this one is

no different. There's the perfect mixture of new conflicts and old resolutions to give this series the

legs of a brilliant television show. At this point, there's little plot related I can discuss without

speeding into spoiler territory, but may it suffice to say that Letter 44 is the modern sci-fi epic which

everyone should be reading. If any part of you has a passion for Isaac Asimov and Star Trek, read

this comic.
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